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The purpose of the Circular Collective  is to keep you updated with the latest  intellectual

frameworks, knowledge, evidence and experience base to underpin a shift from a linear,

extractive economy to a circular, regenerative and restorative economy. Whether you are a

startup looking for funding opportunities or a student who wish to understand the topic of

Circular Economy in detail, this curated newsletter shall enable you to keep up to date with the

latest opportunities. Happy Reading!

While the cases of COVID are increasing exponentially in India, we would request you to kindly

take care of your loved ones! Feel free to write to us at info@thecircularcollective.com and we

would try our best to help you in these difficult times! 

Headlines from June 2021

EU’s plastic ban officially comes into force. Here’s what you should know

Scrappage policy to support circular economy: EY India

Embracing circular economy in cooling technologies

UNCTAD: Seizing the opportunities of a circular economy in textiles

Cygni Energy and Attero tie-up for responsible recycling of Lithium Batteries

Thank you

The Circular Collective turns ONE!
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We started the Circular Collective exactly one year ago during the first lockdown!

The roots of the Collective was sown in Wuppertal, Germany where both Vivek JM

and Piyush Dhawan (Cofounders and German Chancellor Fellows) met over a

coffee at a underconstruction Railway station in 2018. Piyush was heading back to

India after his fellowship next week and Vivek was just starting his fellowship year.

Fast forward to March 2019 with the rising cases of Covid in India, both Vivek and

Piyush got together over a call and thought of writing a series of articles on what

does CE mean for India?  There was a lot of best practices documented from

Western Europe but not much discussion on what does CE mean for an Emerging

economy? Interestingly none of the articles made it to the newspapers and this is

when they decided to start a platform where they could voice their views on the

need to rethink the current economic system. 

From learning to design a logo to coding a website to learning some nifty tricks on

Canva, we have come a long way! You are the people that we call our tribe! We

found more than 50 like-minded folks who took the initiative from managing our

social media channels to curating content for our website! 

https://www.thecircularcollective.com/


Proto Village- Built by the People for

the People

Spread across over 12 acres, ProtoVillage

was started with the idea to turn a hamlet

into a role-model rural community that is

ecologically sustainable and economically

viable. Check out this special story by Sai

Krishna Dammalapati where he travels to

Proto and documents how a group of

people are building their own ideal village in

Andhra Pradesh!

The Nexus between International

Trade and Circular Economy

The global material use is assumed to

nearly double from 89 to 167 gigatons, due

to an increase in world population and

economic growth. This will increase the

demand for natural resources leading to

serious environmental consequences

caused by extraction, consumption and

end-of-life management of the materials

leading to climate change, ecosystem

degradation and local water and air

pollution.

We are proud to say that our tribe has published more than 75 articles, recorded 25

podcast episodes, documented 50 grassroots innovations from India and entered

into a partnership with like-minded organizations! We have more than 3000

subscribers to our monthly newsletter and 1500 active members to our LinkedIn

group. The tribe has spoken at leading conferences and seminars across the globe

and is one of the largest knowledge platforms on the Circular Economy in Asia.

We wish to thank you for being part of the Circular Collective. We can't wait to take

the initiative forward to the next level this year! We have won GEN grant for the

Coffee Miners Project and are also working on a CE curriculum for India! Thank you

again for all your support and if you wish to be part of the Collective, please do

write to us at info@thecircularcollective.com

Join the Tribe

The Circular Collective Curates

Articles from our Contributors
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TCC is now Good Market Approved!

The Circular Collective is elated to be part of the Good Market community! Good

Market is a curated community of social enterprises, cooperatives, responsible

businesses, voluntary initiatives, networks, and changemakers. Do check out their

amazing platform

Read more

https://www.goodmarket.global/
https://www.goodmarket.global/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thecircularcollective/
https://www.goodmarket.global/


Episode 24: Zalando

We all need to join hands to

keep average global

temperatures below 1.5 deg

and we at the Circular Business

Podcast & The Circular

Collective are doing our part to

create awareness & discuss

solutions to accelerate

environmental sustainability

through a circular economy. In

this episode, we talk about

Zalando which is an online

fashion and beauty platform

that caters to 28 million

customers in 17 markets. One

of the focus areas in Zalando’s

sustainability strategy is

sustainable packaging.

Episode 25: Biomimicry-

design ideas inspired by

Nature

Since ages humans have been

cooking food however have

you ever thought about

cooking Nature's recipe of

making natural

products? Materiom just does

that. They provide open

source recipes and data on

materials made from

abundant sources of natural

ingredients, like agricultural

waste. By making this

knowledge open, they wish to

accelerate materials

development and lower

barriers to entry in materials

markets around the world.

Episode 26: Smart circular

solution for fast fashion

Unlike the linear model, circular

business models transforming

how fashion brands and

retailers create value; it

presents an opportunity to

fulfil consumer demands, drive

innovation and

simultaneously reduce

environmental impact.

Episode 27: Chopvalue

Chopsticks form an important

part of authentic Asian cuisine.

However, the way it is being

manufactured and used for a

few decades is worrisome, you

know why- coz it is made out

of bamboo or wood.

Similar to the case of single-

use plastic cutlery, chopsticks

Want to contribute to the Circular Collective India?

Write to us at info@thecircularcollective.com

Podcast Series

Weekly Gupshup Roundup

Last Podcast Episodes

We are really excited to bring to you weekly episodes we call Gupshup! It's just 10 minutes and

would definitely give you a boost of energy to keep you motivated to become more Circular!
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Bank & Vogue (BVG Group)

which is the largest trader of

second-hand goods in North

America, operates one of the

biggest commercial

remanufacturing facilities in

the World.

offered across the globe by

restaurants are single-use in

nature and this frequency of

use translates to massive

deforestation. Tune into the

episode to hear more about

ChopValue

CE tool of the Month

Toolbox of instruments

Circularity Deck

The Circularity Deck is a card deck-based tool that challenges you to take a broad perspective

on the circular economy. It helps you analyze, ideate and develop the circularity potential of

your innovation ecosystem. The tool is based on a collection of circular oriented innovation

principles, and of practical examples that show how these principles have been applied. The

principles are organized according to the intended circular strategy outcome that they pursue

(i.e., narrow, slow, close, regenerate and inform material and energy flows), and the extent of

the innovation perspective that is needed to operationalize a principle (i.e., product, business

model, or ecosystem innovation).

Let's Explore!

https://chopvalue.com/
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/E_ECE_1496-2101396E.pdf
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/1/417
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/1/417
https://portal.higg.org/
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Unsubscribe

Job Opportunities in CE

UNDP India: Programme Manager Circular Economy

Tetra Pak: Market Sustainability Manager

Ellen MacArthur Foundation : Multiple positions

Early Stage Researchers: Decision-Making Methods for Circular Supply Chains

JUST2CE Researcher: Just Transition to the Circular Economy

What is important to you?

What would you like us to feature more in the next newsletter?

Send

The Circular Collective

Upcoming Events Funding Opportunities

Publications Opinion pieces

Career Opportunities Startup Showcase
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Do join us on our LinkedIn Group at                   

https://www.linkedin.com/company/thecircularcollective
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